
Let's Explore Space

WEEK 3 ACTIVITY GUIDES

6 TO 12 YEARS



Spinners #304
WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

A bucket of small balls.

They could be tennis

balls, softballs, sensory

balls or bean bags.

Large empty basket or

box

Pen and paper to record

testing results

HOW DO I SET UP & PLAY?

Place the bucket of balls in front of the children and ask who can throw them into the

basket while standing still.

Now find a way to introduce some motion or continuous movement. This might be

spinning around, running, jumping etc. 

Decide on a start and finish line ensuring the course goes past the basket that the balls

are being thrown into.

Encourage children to begin running as they throw the balls into the basket as they are

moving.

Was it harder to hit the basket/target while moving?

Write down findings and hypothesis in a notebook.

AGE GROUP

EXTENDING LEARNING SPARKS
Encourage the children to work in groups and experiment with different

movements and targets.

Use a video recorder or phone camera to record the trials then watch it back

together. 

Exploring & using 

my senses

3-5 years Multiage 6-12 years

Curiosity Spark - Does moving/motion makes it a lot harder to hit a target?

Challenging My

Gross 

Motor Muscles



Alien Heads #294
WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

The foot part of a pair of

stockings (1 for each child

participating)

Potting mix, garden soil or

some cedar wood shavings

Box of grass seed

Decorations — googly

eyes, glue, pens & pipe

cleaners (or whatever you

have)

Spray bottles with water

for watering

Plastic cups or similar if

children are taking their

alien heads home.

HOW DO I SET UP & PLAY?

Scoop potting mix/dirt or wood shavings into the stocking foot and sprinkle seeds on

the top.

Show children how to gently poke seeds just into the surface of the soil.

Tie the stocking shut tightly.

Give children the time to get creative and decorate their grass head to look like an

alien….the pipe cleaners are a fantastic tool for children to wrap and twist around the

stocking.

When personalised use the spray bottles to dampen each Alien Head 

Give children the responsibility of checking and watering their Alien Head daily and

documenting/drawing the growth or changes they see!

If you need to send home the alien heads on the same day, place them in the plastic cup

so any water or soil drips into the cup...not the car or bag!

AGE GROUP

Curiosity Spark - How long does it take before the seed turns to a green shoot?

3-5 years Multiage 6-12 years

Looking After My 

Environment

Exploring Culture,

Diversity &

Community

EXTENDING LEARNING SPARKS
Research videos and books of astronauts growing grass and plants in space. What

makes it different to growing on Earth? 



Light Up A Planet #295
WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

Styrofoam craft ball (can do

one large ball as a group or

smaller individual ones to

take home)

Blue and green paint

Stickers - star or spot work

well. You can also just use a

dark marker

Kitchen sponges cut in half

then folded over and clipped

with a peg to make a DIY

paint dabber (can also use the

craft foam brushes)

Wooden craft dowel sticks (1

large for large ball or smaller

individual ones for each ball)

Photos of Earth taken from

space

Flashlights

HOW DO I SET UP & PLAY?

Show children how to push one of the wooden dowel sticks into their styrofoam ball.

Set out photos for inspiration and encourage children to use paints to decorate their

version of Earth’s surface (we are not aiming for accuracy here so don’t be tempted to

direct the art but you might mention the significance of green and blue on our planet as

they paint.)

When the ‘Earth’ balls are dry children can place a sticker on the surface to represent

where they live.

Now it’s time to take turns being the sun or Earth. One person shines a torch

(representing the sun) onto the ball in front of them. It’s now daytime.

The other person slowly begins turning the ball and darkness suddenly falls on the side

with their sticker. Now it’s night.

Ignite conversations about Earth’s rotating the sun.

AGE GROUP

Curiosity Spark - Why do we have a day and night?

3-5 years Multiage 6-12 years

Exploring & using 

my senses

Exploring Simple 

Science Concepts



Light Up A Planet #295
WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

Styrofoam craft ball (can do

one large ball as a group or

smaller individual ones to

take home)

Blue and green paint

Stickers - star or spot work

well. You can also just use a

dark marker

Kitchen sponges cut in half

then folded over and clipped

with a peg to make a DIY

paint dabber (can also use the

craft foam brushes)

Wooden craft dowel sticks (1

large for large ball or smaller

individual ones for each ball)

Photos of Earth taken from

space

Flashlights

EXTENDING LEARNING SPARKS
Challenge fine motor strength, eye hand coordination and balance with another simple

activity that also represents Earth rotating the moon.

You’ll need a round cake tin or pie dish (metal or silicone so they aren’t too heavy for

children to manipulate). A small bouncy ball or marble and a little yellow or orange

plasticine or playdough.

Press plasticine into the middle of the tray to represent sun then pop in the ball and

show children how to maneuver the tin so the ball rolls around the edge...and around

the sun. It’s tricky! 

Exploring & using 

my senses

Exploring Simple 

Science Concepts



Galaxy Goo #296

AGE GROUP 3-5 years

WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

1/2 cup Clear School Glue

1 tablespoon Saline

Solution (must contain

boric acid and sodium

borate)

1/2 cup of WaterStar glitter

or similar

1/4-1/2 tsp Bi-Carb/Baking

Soda

Edicol dye powder or food

colouring (any colours)

Sandwich size zip lock

bags if you want each child

to make their own slime to

take home.

HOW DO I SET UP & PLAY?

Help children add the water, glue and a few drops of colouring into a bowl - if you

have a large group you might need to make a few batches. 

Take turns stirring well until the water and colour are combined. Fold in stars or

confetti.

Measure out 1/4- 1/2 tsp bicarbonate soda and add to the mixture. Bicarbonate

soda helps to firm the slime so don’t skip it!

Stir in 1 tbsp saline solution and stir until slime forms and begins to pull away

from the side of the bowl. 

Depending on the brand you use you might need to add more or less…making

slime is an experiment.

Now it’s time to tip out onto the table and let everyone have a turn kneading until

you end up with a sticky but stretchy slime to play with.

Multiage 6-12 years

Curiosity Spark -  How far can we stretch the galaxy slime before it breaks? Is it sticky

enough to pick something up?



Galaxy Goo #296
WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

1/2 cup Clear School Glue

1 tablespoon Saline

Solution (must contain

boric acid and sodium

borate)

1/2 cup of WaterStar

glitter or similar

1/4-1/2 tsp Bi-

Carb/Baking Soda

Edicol dye powder or

food colouring (any

colours)

Sandwich size zip lock

bags if you want each

child to make their own

slime to take home.

EXTENDING LEARNING SPARKS
Make Galaxy Rocks - Mix black acrylic paint with silver glitter or

small stars and some PVA glue. Collect some small rocks or pebbles

and encourage children to paint their rocks. When they dry, look at

them in the sun and see them sparkle.

Exploring & using my senses

Building My Language 

& Literacy Skills



String Trails #317
WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

Wool or string pieces cut

into 5-10 cm lengths

Pegs

Black card or paper

Thick white craft paint

on lids or trays for an

easy dip and drag action

AGE GROUP

HOW DO I SET UP & PLAY?

Fold wool or string lengths in half then clip 2 or 3 to a peg.

Using the peg as a mini handle to dip and swish in the paint tray.

Drag the string with paint across the black paper to make trailing patterns

EXTENDING LEARNING SPARKS
Add some sand to a shallow tray and provide a stick for children to write in

the sand with or simply to drag and create patterns. Use a see-through tray

or dish and place on the light table for another perspective.

Try taping some paper to a wall or window and challenge children to use the

string pegs to paint vertically up and down instead of horizontally on a flat

surface.

Multiage3-5 years

Exploring &

using 

my senses

6-12 years

Curiosity Spark - What can leave a trail in the sky?

Challenging my

fine motor 

muscles



Baked Cotton Balls #298
WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

2 cups flour

1.5 cups water

Cotton Balls

Food colouring or edicol

dyes

Whisk

Bowls or we use empty 2-

litre ice cream containers

Baking/greaseproof paper

Oven trays

Oven

Egg carton trays (optional)

HOW DO I SET UP & PLAY?

Mix flour and water to a smooth but thick batter, try to get rid of any lumps if you

can, the children enjoy helping whisk the lumps out!

Separate mix across 2-3 bowls and then stir through colouring (If your batter is a

little too runny just add more flour).

Encourage children to pick up and dunk the cotton balls into the different goopy

batter colours and then place into the egg cartons.

You don’t have to use the egg cartons but I find it helps some of the excess paint

drip off before placing on the oven trays.

When they have ‘battered’ all of the balls, place them on trays lined with baking

paper and pop into a slow oven.

This activity is a real workout for the hands and fine motor skills.

Bake in a moderate oven for around 40 minutes. If you spread them out across a

few trays they will bake faster.

AGE GROUP

Curiosity Spark - How can we make a soft cottonball feel hard?

Exploring Simple 

Science Concepts

3-5 years 6-12 years

Exploring &

using 

my senses



Baked Cotton Balls #298
WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

2 cups flour

1.5 cups water

Cotton Balls

Food colouring or edicol

dyes

Whisk

Bowls or we use empty 2-

litre ice cream containers

Baking/greaseproof paper

Oven trays

Oven

Egg carton trays (optional)

AGE GROUP

EXTENDING LEARNING SPARKS
Spread out the baked cotton balls and let children ‘smash’ them with

wooden playdough hammers or small tack hammers.

Use the balls as a collage material

Explore the concepts of hard and soft by pinching and pulling apart the

cotton balls as they are hard on the outside and soft on the inside.

Exploring Simple 

Science Concepts

3-5 years 6-12 years

Exploring &

using 

my senses



Lego Moons #299
WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

LEGO or DUPLO bricks

(to suit age group)

A large circle of sticky

contact paper or smaller

ones if you want to do

this activity individually

instead of as a group.

HOW DO I SET UP & PLAY?

Fasten the contact paper to a window or tabletop with the sticky side facing out. You

could also tape to the floor to provide easier access for crawlers and toddlers. 

Encourage children to ‘stick’ lego bricks to the paper to create a circle shape. It becomes

quite challenging when space starts to run out!

AGE GROUP

EXTENDING LEARNING SPARKS
Increase the challenge with smaller sticky circles and the creation of

different shapes.

Compare with sphere shapes like balls. Go on a scavenger hunt to pick up

other objects shaped like spheres.

Look at photos/images of the planets and compare the sizes of the spheres.

Wrap a large styrofoam craft ball in contact paper and press small lego bricks

onto the sticky side. How much of the surface can you cover?

Curiosity Spark - Can we make a circle with lego bricks? How is a circle different

to a sphere?

Challenging My

Gross 

Motor Muscles

Exploring Simple 

Science Concepts

3-5 years Multiage 6-12 years



Drop Splat Gravity Art #318
WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

Small squeeze bottles

(sauce or juice bottles

work well)

Watered down acrylic

paints (at least 3 colours)

Sheet of cardboard

Easel or wall to hold the

cardboard stable

AGE GROUP

HOW DO I SET UP & PLAY?
Curiosity Spark - What is gravity?

Half fill each of your squeeze bottles with one paint colour - you want the paint to

still have some viscosity but to be watered down enough to run down a page.

Show children how to squeeze a few blobs of paint at the top of the cardboard

sheet (and listen for the splat sound!) 

Watch the paint and colour drip down the page as gravity works its magic

Start from the top again with another squeeze bottle colour.

Older children might like to move their canvas around a bit so they can

manipulate the flow of the drips and the patterns and colours they create.

EXTENDING LEARNING SPARKS
Swap out the squeeze bottles for eye droppers to slow and refine the drip process.

Ask “what can you turn the drips into?” when the artwork is dry. What happens if you

turn it on the side or upside down, does it change the pattern?

Use the drip artwork as an imagination prompt and ask what they see in the drips.

3-5 years 6-12 years

Exploring Simple 

Science Concepts

Exploring Simple 

Math Concepts



Comet Ring Throw #301
WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

Hoops

Balls of different sizes or

socks rolled into balls

Twine or rope for

hanging

HOW DO I SET UP & PLAY?

Tie some string around each hoop and hang from a tree or clothesline at different

levels.

Provide a bucket of different sized balls or rolled socks and encourage children to

throw through the hoops.

AGE GROUP

EXTENDING LEARNING SPARKS
What can they find that can’t fit through the hoops?

Can they step through the hoops?

Draw a target on the wall with chalk and throw balls.

Lay the hoops down flat on the grass with a gap between each so children

have to take large steps or jump to go from hoop to hoop.

Challenge older children by making the hoops move and swing or hanging up

higher.

3-5 years Multiage 6-12 years

Curiosity Spark - Does it fit through?

Challenging My

Gross 

Motor Muscles

Challenging my fine 

motor muscles



#302

3-5 years 6-12 years

WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

1/2 cup heavy whipping

cream 

1 tsp vanilla

2 1/2 tsp sugar

Sandwich and large size

ziplock bags

Bag of ice cubes

Rock salt

Comet Ice Cream

HOW DO I SET UP & PLAY?
Curiosity Spark -  Can we turn liquid into a solid?

Help children place these ingredients into a tightly sealed sandwich sized

bag, pressing the air out as you seal it.

Place this bag within another one and seal tightly again.

Half fill a large ziplock bag with ice cubes and add 6 spoons of salt. 

Place the smaller bag into this larger bag with ice cubes and salt then seal

again.

To make the ice cream you need to shake the bags for around 10 minutes so

it’s time to get moving and have some fun!

Play tag, toss the bag to each other, relay races etc.

When you see a solid icecream forming sit down and put small spoonfuls in

a cup for each child to taste.

You can double the recipe to make more but keep in mind you will need to

shake for longer!

Challenging

my fine 

motor muscles

Challenging

My Gross 

Motor Muscles



#302

3-5 years 6-12 years

WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

1/2 cup heavy whipping

cream 

1 tsp vanilla

2 1/2 tsp sugar

Sandwich and large size

ziplock bags

Bag of ice cubes

Rock salt

Comet Ice Cream

Challenging

my fine 

motor muscles

Challenging

My Gross 

Motor Muscles

EXTENDING LEARNING SPARKS
Provide individual bags and more ingredients so older children can

measure and make their own ice cream in a bag.

Make butter instead of ice cream by pouring liquid whipping

cream into a glass jar or container and shaking again for 10 - 15

minutes until it forms a solid butter.



Orbit Line Bodies #303
WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

Role of masking tape or

coloured painter’s tape

Images of the planets cut

out from the Curiosity

Spark Printables Pack (or

your own).

AGE GROUP

Building My Social

& Emotional Health

3-5 years Multiage 6-12 years

Exploring Culture,

Diversity &

Community

HOW DO I SET UP & PLAY?
Curiosity Spark -  How many planets in our solar system and what order from the

sun are they?

Create 8 parallel lines on the floor or carpet using your tape.

Work together to place the planets in order of distance from the sun.

Now line up the planet images at one end of each line and number them 1 - 8. These are

your ‘orbit lines’.

Ask each child to lie down on their back on the lines and count together from bottom to

top of the lines. How many orbit lines tall are you?

Lie on tummies and reach hands out above their head. What planet can you stretch to?

EXTENDING LEARNING SPARKS
Standing sideways at one end of the lines, keep one foot on the first line then see how

far you can stretch the other leg sideways toward another line.

Jump with 1 or 2 feet from line to line without touching the ground between. Increase

the challenge by moving the lines further apart.

Provide playdough or clay for children to make their own planets or different sized

spheres.




